Effects of pulsed magnetic field on the formation of magnetosomes in the Magnetospirillum sp. strain AMB-1.
Magnetotactic bacteria are a diverse group of microorganisms which possess one or more chains of magnetosomes and are endowed with the ability to use geomagnetic fields for direction sensing, thus providing a simple and excellent model for the study of magnetite-based magnetoreception. In this study, a 50 Hz, 2 mT pulsed magnetic field (PMF) was applied to study the effects on the formation of magnetosomes in Magnetospirillum sp. strain AMB-1. The results showed that the cellular magnetism (R(mag)) of AMB-1 culture significantly increased while the growth of cells remained unaffected after exposure. The number of magnetic particles per cell was enhanced by about 15% and slightly increased ratios of magnetic particles of superparamagnetic property (size <20 nm) and mature magnetosomes (size >50 nm) were observed after exposure to PMF. In addition, the intracellular iron accumulation slightly increased after PMF exposure. Therefore, it was concluded that 50 Hz, 2 mT PMF enhances the formation of magnetosomes in Magnetospirillum sp. strain AMB-1. Our results suggested that lower strength of PMF has no significant effects on the bacterial cell morphologies but could affect crystallization process of magnetosomes to some extent.